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Greetings, fellow AEROPAC members.
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Another smoky year from the various wildfires but
we were able to have 5 launches this year. This
was year 1 of our 5 year BLM permit. We have
been doing good on following their rules but the
latest thing they have been looking for is hand
washing and letting the dirty water fall on the playa. They want you to catch that dirty water in a
bucket or pan and dispose of it somewhere other
than the playa. So if you have a jug of water positioned over the edge of your table for hand washing put something underneath to catch that dirty
water.
Hopefully the Covid-19 numbers will look good for
launches next year and we might have a normal
ARLISS. The ARLISS competition was cancelled this
year because of the international travel restrictions
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so the ARLISS launch was just some testing of ARLISS
rockets and a few members launching their own nonARLISS rockets. Remember that anyone can launch
during ARLISS.
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Scouts, Crickets, Rockets

Bill Kellerman

Some of you may recall that several times in years past Boy Scout Troop 29 Pacifica attended the
MUDROCK launch. Jonathan DuBose has great stories to share of running into the Scouts at Frog Pond.
There was also the successful launch and recovery of “Three Mile High” - a 3” minimum diameter fiberglass rocket that achieved their goal of an altitude of 3 miles on its second flight. The first flight fell short,
but advice from Tony Alcocer and properly sanding the fins helped them achieve their goal the next year.

Alas, it has been a few years and all the Scouts from those memorable trips have Eagled out of Scouts
BSA. So it came time to introduce a new group of Scouts to the wonders of Black Rock in all its inestimable glory. You truly have to see it to understand and appreciate it. There was serious trepidation in the
week before the trip because of the Heat Advisories. Many who live at the beach don’t do well in the
heat. With forecasts as high as 104 at times, several Scouts as well as parents had reservations. But ultimately they overcame their concerns and made
the six-hour trek to the desert. On arrival, the
boys enthusiastically set up camp in the heat and
then observed the many crickets wandering
through their camp.
Safety training and orientation, a rocketry class,
dinner, a few games of Frisbee and Boomerang
and then it was time for a magnificent sunset, Astronomy or just plain star gazing. They were all
amazed to say the least. Saturday morning
dawned clear and still, adding color and another
facet of life on the playa - the sunrises. I had an
Estes Liquidator in my kit for Scout use and suddenly we had a cricket Astronaut - Larry Armstrong! (Apparently just like Pinocchio had his Jiminy, Neal had his Larry). Just before checking in
with the RSO, another cricket (Beaneater) was
caught and now we had upgraded to a Gemini
flight. The liquidator launched straight and true on
an Estes D-12, with a perfect event at apogee and
a gentle flight back under the 12” chute.
Initial analysis after recovery revealed Larry and
Beaneater apparently did not survive the flight.
But several minutes later, antennae and legs began twitching and, lo and behold, our brave cricket-nauts came to.
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Troop 29 MUDROCK Camp on the Playa
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The second launch of the Liquidator was not as successful. The launch went perfectly but failure of a
snap-swivel at apogee let the nose cone separate from the airframe and fall ~1,100 feet to the playa. Jeff
the Cricket Astronaut did not survive the landing. Several other scout rockets flew successfully in the early morning which led to a new project. The last time the troop attended MUDROCK a Scout’s younger
brother won an Estes Interceptor kit
in a raffle. Now a Scout himself, his
kit made the trip to the playa unbuilt.
Purchase of 5- minute epoxy facilitated a troop project to build and fly the
rocket. The Scouts worked diligently
for about five hours and “Poo-poopee-pee” was born. It was named, in
part, so the Scouts would get a laugh
as the LCO announced its flight. A
wind and the crushing heat put a delay into the first flight of this new
Troop rocket. So it was off on a 4x4
trip to visit Sheep Camp, Black Rock
Hot Springs and the middle and upper playas. The traditional Frog
Ponds trip was cancelled due to the
pollution at Trego Hot Springs. On
our return from four-wheeling it was
time to launch Poo-poo-pee-pee. The
rocket launched straight and true on
an Aerotech E-15 with a successful
recovery. It was now time for PooPoo
-Pee-Pee to “enter adolescence” (their words not mine). A successful negotiation with Gene at
FruityChutes led to a large collection
of Blinky Lights and Poo-poo-pee-pee
Photo by W. Kellerman
“broke out with its first case of
“rocket acne” (again their words, not
mine).
Scouts pose before the flight of Larry Armstrong & Beaneater
Several more Scout rockets flew and
recovered successfully before dinner
on a range of motors from B6 to E30 and then it was time for the night launch. Poo-poo-pee-pee flew
perfectly to apogee but suffered a nose cone separation. Lights on the nose cone allowed full recovery of
all parts and post flight analysis revealed the rubber-band shock cord had burned through. I could hear
James Marino’s voice in my head
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with his second rule of shock cord materials: “rubber bands are to wrap your newspaper.” But the boys
had successfully built the kit unsupervised, using the stock parts. So a lesson was learned on how to upgrade parts and improve design.
The Scouts were wowed by the night launches. I think they were influenced in naming their rocket when
earlier in the day Jim Green informed them his night launch rocket would fly on “Unicorn Farts” propellant. Blinkitudinous Maximus lived up to its billing and was a great bookend for the night launch. The next
morning after another magnificent sunrise, it was time to pack up, help with range tear-down and make
the long trip back to P-town. At the close of every Scout event, the Scouts and leaders “circle-up” to review the event and close it out. We stand shoulder to shoulder, cross our arms right over left, and hold
hands to create the circle. Over the past year and a half, due to COVID-19 restrictions, we had to stand six
-feet apart with no hand holding - which broke the solidarity of the circle. This was the first time in close
to two years we were able to truly “Circle-up” in the way Scouts have done for over 100 years. It was a
great thing.
Thanks to rocketeers William Walby, Jim Green, Gene Engelgau, and Scott Binder for their hospitality and
assistance to the Troop. All in all it was very successful launch and camping trip for the Scouts and they
and their parents are all hooked on the allure of Black Rock. Troop 29 will be back.

David Raimondi
goes nowhere
without a rocket or
two. He is probably delivering “lost
and found” to the
owner(s).

Photo by J. DuBose
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Aeropac Launch Director Report – 2021

Gene Engelgau
All Photos by G. Engelgau

Mudrock 2021
Mudrock 2021 was a good launch, albeit lightly attended. James Dougherty scheduled Dairy Air 2.0 for
the same weekend. Regardless, conditions were ideal with very little to no dust, and generally low wind.
Temperatures were a bit hot with afternoons peaking around 102 to 103 so having shade was good.

Driving out to the launch I pulled into Empire about 4:00PM
on Thursday. Jim Green and some other Aeropac folks were
pulled over and Jim’s van had the hood up. His starter solenoid decided to give it up at a very inconvenient time, so he
was scrambling to get it fixed. Fortunately, he got one of
the mechanics who works at the Empire mine to help and
managed to have someone get the part he needed from the
auto store in Fernley, and who was conveniently heading to
Empire after that.
With Jim’s problem going the right way I headed out to the
Playa and spotted the equipment trailer right where it
needed to be. Darryl Paris was out there for a few days

Thursday Evening looking east.

We had the usual great sunset. For this
launch we didn’t have any smoke. The
fires had not started up yet.

already and pulled it out for us. There were not a lot more people who came out Thursday, so we deferred set-up for Friday morning when we had more help. Jim got out to the Playa about 7PM, and I was
relieved he got his van fixed.
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Greg Ruff and Darryl Paris getting the LCO table ready.

Here is the flyers meeting.

Saturday – My focus Friday was to get Dark Energy 75 into the air as early as possible and before the flyers meeting. Dark Energy is a 3” CF rocket, 66” long, empty (all but motor) weight 5.4 lbs, loaded just under 20 lbs. The motor was a CTI M840. So very light rocket, about 75% motor weight, and a lot of propellant! I expected a high flight of 36000 ft, that would be considered a success.

Little rocket, big motor!
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shots, and then monitor the receiver. APRS packets were reporting altitude after lockout and the
highest packet reports was over 46000 ft so I
knew I was WAY up there.
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After I returned, I downloaded the Tele Mega
data. The rocket went 41,073 ft AGL and just
touched Mach 2. I figured this was one for the
Tripoli Records book and after I returned, I got
my paperwork in order and submitted the
flight. James Dougherty reviewed and accepted
the flight. The flight is now listed in the Tripoli
Records page for commercial M motors. While
not the all-time M record, it is a record when
The rocket landed 3 miles directly east. It was perconsidering it is a 75mm rocket, and by a lot. So
fectly laid out. I used a 42” Iris Chute that was a
whew, that was a busy 90 minutes. I got back to
very light weight design to take up minimum packcamp about 10am, and before the fliers meeting
ing volume.
started. I only got one more flight in after Dark
Energy 75. This is my son Philips Fat Boy, which I
still fly. He used to come out to all the launches with me. He now lives in Michigan and is a Graduate Phd
candidate at MSU studying Plant Molecular biology. Miss Phil every launch.
Sunday – I was focused on getting us loaded out, this is all I got. I’m always amazed all the stuff we bring
out to the launches will fit into the trailer.
Aeronaut 2021

With the fire season well underway in late July the picture below depicts some of the dystopian flying
conditions we had for Aeronaut. I arrived at the launch site Thursday around 4PM. It was windy, but not
too smoky. But the wind changed, coming more from the west and it quickly got smoky by about 6:30PM.
Again, due to there being just a few of us out there, we deferred set up until Friday morning.

7PM Thursday with the smoke on the way from the west. Friday am was better
Friday morning – Overnight the wind had shifted and Friday morning was looking better. We setup and
got some flying in. Once the smoke cleared enough to see the hills the rockets started going up, ~ 10am.
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Saturday – When we got up
Saturday it was looking really good, with decent visibility. Everyone was excited
to fly some rockets.

Anyway, as Saturday wore on,
the smoke rolled back in
around 1PM. By 1:30 or so we
could no longer see the foot
hills so all flights on the high
power pads came to a halt. It
cleared up some in the evening, enough for a night
launch. But that was it. Sunday returned to dystopia, and we loaded up early and rolled out about 11AM.
ARLISS/ XPRS 2021
Due to a family event I could not make it out to Arliss / XPRS. I was in Oregon helping my youngest
daughter move up to Portland.
The End till 2022 Season!

Peter Clay filled in for Gene at
ARLISS / XPRS and did a
spectacular job

Photo by J. DuBose
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3D Printed Telescopes of Galileo and Newton

Ken Biba
All Photos and Graphics Courtesy of K. Biba

Pandemics provide opportunity as well as challenges. For me, being trapped at home has given opportunity to using my new fascination for 3D printing for more projects than I can finish. While I have done
much with 3D printed rocketry ... I have also returned to my love of astronomy and robots ... to build
some telescopes - in particular replicas of two of the first telescopes that changed history. At the end of
the this note, I'll summarize all the astronomy-related projects I’ve got going - but I'd like to focus on two
telescopes in particular: Galileo's astronomical telescope(s) of 1609/1610 in Italy and Newton’s reflecting
telescope of 1668 in England. Prior to Galileo, observations of the sky were with the naked eye aided by
instruments invented by Ptolemy 1600 years earlier to measure angles between visible objects.
A longer history of the telescope can be found here.
Hopefully some readers will be inspired to look at the sky more often and with better eyes.
1609: Galileo's Refracting Telescope
In 1609, Galileo “borrowed” the telescope ideas of Dutch spectacle-maker Hans Lippershey of 1608.
While trying to sell these telescopes to the Venetians to determine what ships were coming to port in order to do an arbitrage on cargo value, Galileo was also curious enough to turn his primitive telescopes up
along with horizontally. He ground his own lens and made telescopes using wooden tubes.
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Galileo made several telescopes with slightly varying optical systems in 1609 and 1610. They shared a
primitive optical system of a simple plano-convex objective lens and a plano-concave eyepiece lens. This
optical system yields a very limited field of view but with it Galileo discovered the moons of Jupiter and
lunar craters. Eventually he observed sunspots with a a projection screen. In 1611 Kepler changed the
eyepiece to a plano-convex lens, substantially improving the FOV. Two Galilean telescopes survive in the
Museo Galilei in Florence that are slightly different. My telescope is kinda a mashup of the two - trying to
preserve the best optical system. Much background research comes from a superb astronomy technology
archaeology project at Chicago’s Adler Planetarium. My model is faithful to the basic dimensions and optical system of Galileo’s originals. His published astronomical observations were made with the version
that has an effective magnification of ~20x.
20x.Galileo’s first telescope of 1609.

Galileo’s first telescope of 1609. His published astronomical observations were made with the
version that has an effective magnification of ~20x.
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His second model had lower magnification but a slightly improved field of view.

My version is a bit of a mashup using a modern, simple 50mm
to 1000 mm focal length plano-convex objective lens with a
25mm -50mm focal length plano-concave eyepiece. Like Galileo’s telescopes, the objective is stopped down to a 30mm
effective diameter and the eyepiece to 15mm. It is shown below mounted next to an ultra-modern 90mm f/11 Maksutov
catadioptric small telescope on an automated GPS GOTO telescope mount with a 3D printed dual tele-scope Vixen adapter
so they point coaxially. A blend of ultra-modern and legacy.

I’ve made the tube in small screw-together sections to make
it printable on more common 3D printers. I recommend either PETG, PLA+ or ABS for the print. With being stopped
down, this Galileo telescope has an effective f/ratio of ~f/30
with the corresponding narrow field of view of ~0.25 degrees.
The modern Mak has a 90mm complex mirror lens at about
f/11 and gathers 10x the light, made of magnesium and much
more optically sophisticated and about as optically perfect
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as modern technology can make it.
1668: Newton's Reflecting Telescope
The refracting telescope, while easier to build in the 17th C, has some severe limitations, particularly with
the simple lenses Galileo and his successors used. Aside from the challenges of getting good optical quality glass, refracting telescopes suffer from two inherent optical problems - chromatic aberration (different
colors of light focus at different distances) and spherical aberration - light from different portions of the
lens focus at different distances. Over the next century or so … these problems were somewhat corrected
by longer focal lengths and more complex achromatic lens - multicomponent lenses with different dimensions and differing optical glass with different indices of refraction. But in all cases, correcting for these
aberrations made refracting telescopes long and heavy - and ultimately put strong limits on the most important element of a telescope - its optical diameter which directly correlates with how much light the
telescope can gather and the fineness of detail it enables us to see. Ultimately, size matters in a telescope.
Newton created the science of optics - and he deeply investigated the properties of light and optical systems. He was most attentive to chromatic aberration (big surprise!) and designed the reflecting telescope
to correct principally for chromatic aberration. Newton’s big idea was to replace the refracting objective
lens at the front of the telescope by a concave mirror at the back of the telescope that was then in turn
reflected by a 45 degree flat mirror to an eyepiece positioned on the side of the telescope.
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A reflector inherently corrects for chromatic aberration and if the primary mirror has the right shape, corrects for spherical aberration. Making accurate mirrors in the 17th C was no easy task and the materials
used in early mirrors (including Newton’s) - speculum metal - were prone to deformation with temperature and tended to corrode - not good things in optical instruments. Newton, for simplicity, chose not to solve the
spherical aberration problem and instead used a simpler
spherical metal mirror rather the better parabolic mirror we
use in modern reflectors.
Sadly, Newton’s original instrument no longer survives and
all we have are later copies. From his writings, we know it
was effectively a 33mm focal length (50mm primary mirror
stopped down to 33mm) with a focal ratio of f/5. A pic of one
of these later (and larger!) copies is above. I had zero desire
to grind my own mirror (been there, done that) so I was limited by what optics I could purchase. I found an inexpensive
96mm mirror set from China and chose to use this. Like Newton’s, the primary mirror is spherical and subject to spherical aberration. But I figured if it was good
enough for Newton, it will be good enough for me.
My version, is a 76mm mirror (about twice the diameter of Newton’s original but not far off from near
contemporaneous 2.5” copies) with an f/5 focal ratio. Like Newton’s, it uses materials of the day - 3D printed using carbon fiber tubes for the major structure. This one has a standard
modern 1.25” eyepiece holder with a modern, very optically
sophisticated Plossl
zoom eyepiece. Newton would
have appreciated the
stainless
steel screws
as well.
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In the pics above it is coaxially mounted using a 3D printed dual Vixen mount on a GPS auto-mated GOTO
telescope mount with the Galileo replica.
Other COVID Astronomy Projects
93mm refractor https://www.thingiverse.- com/make:912351
My first 3D printing astronomy project. Works rather well with a reasonable
93mm Chinese objective achromat. Updated with mount, carrying handle, better
focuser, and resized to print on my printer. In the pic, it is positioned along with
Galileo telescope. FWIW, the 93mm has about 10x the light-gathering power.

rPi Zero Telescope Camera https://www.instructables.com/
Astrophotography- With-the-Raspberry Pi-Zero/ A very cute little WiFi rPi
telescope camera. Quality not astonishing but not bad for what it costs. The
description a bit dated .. use the rPi Zero W for a better build.

Automated GOTO tele-scope

https://www.thingiverse.com/make:913414

This is still a project in process. Uses an inexpensive but very good Maksutov
camera lens, (I’m using a bigger lens than the one shown), automated rPi
software and an HQ rPi camera. I built it with an rPi 4 in hopes of using an
automated pointing and alignment technique. I am using the StellarMate rPi
telescope package … and this has much depth to explore.
When finished I have hopes that it will use its built-in GPS to find its location on Earth and the local time. Using that information plus an online database (it is WiFi enabled to the Internet) of sky images to figure out where
it is pointing and automatically calibrate where it is pointing.
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AllSky Camera http://www.thomas-jacquin. com/all-sky-cam-era/
I decided to build this after a failed “just” pre COVID Alaska trip hunting
the illusive aurora. I decided I could build this and have it take pics while I
slept rather than staying awake all night “waiting for the aurora to come
without overcast skies.” Waiting for Godot was easier. I am upgrading with
a very sensitive 3D magnetometer that should be able to calculate local
Earth mag field to better predict aurora.

Photo by J. DuBose

Thursday morning sunrise at ARLISS / XPRS
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XPRS Loft Duration / Extreme Altitude Contest Results
After last year’s hiatus, the contest was back on under new management. The contest was somewhat
truncated due to Saturday’s windstorm and there was no ceremony as usual. So no “red carpet”
photos—sorry! Instead, the awards are being mailed out.
Aerotech helped sponsor the Extreme Altitude contest with very generous gift certificates.
Kurt Gugisberg who owns more trophies than anyone, says he is already building for next year. No doubt
he plans to win each category. C’mon on AEROPAC, let’s have some stiff competition for Kurt in 2022!

Loft Duration
G motor Class Max Nobrega
Max, let me know).

32.12 Secs (If anyone knows how to get the awards to

Extreme Altitude
Matt
Sikkink’s
rocket (“It
Doesn’t
Have
One” )in
an APE
tower
ready to
fly to 1st
place in
the M
Motor
Class

H motor Class 1st place Kurt Gugisberg 8139 ft
2nd place Nikki Arakawa 2695 ft
3rd place Patrick O’Malley 2610 ft

I Motor Class

1st place Mike Riss
7708 ft
2nd place Will Ferry
5544 ft
3rd place Patrick O’Malley 2905 ft

J Motor Class

1st place

John Lyngdal

K Motor Class

1st place

Kurt Gugisberg 19167 ft

L Motor Class

1st place Matt Sikkink
2nd place Mike Riss

7790 ft

13822 ft
12608 ft

M Motor Class 1st place Matt Sikkink
33842 ft
2nd place Kurt Gugisberg 27093 ft
Photo by J. DuBose

2 Stage Motor Class 1st place Joe Bevier / John Lyngdal
2nd place Mike Ostby
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Top Left: Joe Bevier assisting
the University of Hawaii with
their Hybrid motor rocket.
Top Middle: Matt Sikkink
recovering his 1st place K
rocket.
Top Right: Very active rocketeer Will Ferry with his 2nd
place I motor rocket

Left: Wile Ethelbert Coyote
took the weekend off and
paid AEROPAC a visit. This
canine has been getting some
good meals from somewhere.

All Photo by J. DuBose
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Adventures with Apophis

Dr. Jake Hudson

When contemplating a university project that involves a degree of complexity, student learning, a large
student safety component, and a good chance of getting funded, one must consider a hybrid rocket. That
being said, “friends don’t let friends fly hybrids” is often heard around the flight line.
Three years ago, while looking for a challenging Vertically Integrated Project (VIP), one that budding mechanical engineering students could be involved in, I looked at the Experimental Sounding Rocket Agency’s America Space Cup Challenge. A grant was written, and got funded by the Hawaii Space Grant Consortium. Ostensibly the project was to design and build a hybrid rocket that would be used for future
studies of engineering payloads, as well as to implement a ground safety protocols curriculum that was
being developed for the Hawaii Space Flight Laboratory (HSFL).
After being accepted into the Space Cup challenge, the project Imua team, part of the University of Hawaii Community College system (UHCC), started construction on their rocket in the fall of 2019. Having
discovered that there will be a very close encounter with an asteroid in 2032 (or thereabouts), and finding out that the very ‘nearness’ of this same asteroid had caused major concern within the astronomical
community when discovered (it was thought to actually be on a collision course at the time; now, we are
pretty sure it will miss us). The team members, with the gallows type sense of humor that all students
have, named the rocket after the name of the asteroid: Apophis. Apophis is the Egyptian god of the underworld, and the motor assembly was to be called Ra. In the Egyptian mythology, every day the god
Apophis devours the Sun god Ra bringing on night. Every night, the god Horus beats up Apophis and
causes Apophis to barf out Ra, thus the day.
The Apophis rocket is 152 inches in length, with a 6-inch diameter. It has 4 trapezoidal fins, each having a
span of 6 inches. The overall length of the rocket was determined by combining the payload needs with
the logistics required by the dual deployment recovery system. The rocket design started with a choice of
body diameter. This was determined by payload considerations to some extent, but mostly for chute
packing considerations. A 6-inch diameter body tube was chosen because it gave a good flexibility in determining the payload volume, a reasonable chute packing volume, and a wide range of motors that
could be used for various altitude flights. Once the diameter was set, the nosecone of standard ogive
1:5.16, yielded a nose cone length of 32 inches, which is convenient because this shape is commercially
available.
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The nose cone contained most of the payload electronics, and directly aft of it, the payload package itself.
Attached permanently to the shoulder of the nose cone is the payload carrier section of the rocket. This
nosecone/tube section, referred to as the payload carrier unit, was to descend separately when the main
chute is deployed. The next section contains the rocket avionics, the stowed main chute, along with its
deployment pyrotechnics, and the avionics container (6 inches in length). The length of this section is 48
inches, and is referred to as the Fore section. The avionics electronics consists of an Altus Metrum
TeleMega V3 with GPS tracking and telemetry, and a PerfectFlight StratologgerCF as back-up. Both of
these units had been flight tested at several previous ARLISS launches.

The section below the Fore section is the Booster section, which houses the motor, the motor mount, the
quick change 98 mm motor retainer, the fin can and 4 fins, the drogue chute, and the drogue deployment
pyros. The fins are machined from 0.125 inch 6006-T6 aluminum plate, and each fin is held to a can assembly using 7 hex bolts. Having fins that are removable has proven to be convenient for shipping purposes.
The UHCC Team, while participating in previous launch events, has compiled a litany of ways that the
postal delivery systems can damage a rocket before delivery to the desired launch area. Additionally, fins
that are permanently attached to the body tube cause an exponential cost in the shipping. As such, the
team has utilized a CNC machined aluminum fin can made for 6’ diameter body tubes. The fins are machined from 0.125’ 6061-T6 Aluminum plate. The four fins are held in place by four shaped plates that are
bolted through the body tube, and then into a ¼” thick aluminum internal can. Each fin has four tabs, alternating sides of the root chord, and held in place using 7 hex bolts. The final assembly is one solid integrated structure that can be disassembled for transport.
Of interest, but not really a major concern, was of the fin flutter speed. The fin flutter speed, or the
speed that yields an extraction of energy from the air stream flowing over the fins, could result in deformation of the fin while in flight. This deformation, usually a transient phenomenon, could in turn (if sustained) transform any rotational motion about a principle axis to rotation about a minor axis. In effect,
fin flutter can transform rotation about the long axis into tumbling about the minor axis.
Determining the velocity of the onset of fin flutter is not hard, and was done as a NACA exercise back in
1958;
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Where vf is the flutter speed, and a is the acoustical speed in air (speed of sound). GE is the effective
shear modulus for 6061 T-6 Aluminum plate, and this can be found on-line and has a value of 28.0 GPa.
The rest of the terms are based on the geometry of the fin shape. As it turns out, the rocket would have
to reach Mach 10 before the onset of fin flutter. Since the rocket does not ever become sonic, this is not
an issue.
One of the defining points for fixed-wing rocket flight stability is that of the Center of Mass, or for sufficiently small objects (where the acceleration due to gravity over its vertical length does not change appreciably), the Center of Gravity (CG). The CG is the point where the force due to gravity is said to act on
our rocket and is the weighted average distribution of the mass elements that make up the rocket. In
flight, the rocket will experience external torques, which will cause rotations about the CG. A listing of
the component part masses, gave an integrated total mass of Σ mi = 24064g, whereas the location of said
masses yielded an integrated total moment of Σ mi yi = 2301373 g-in.

The Center of Gravity for our rocket is 97.2” down from the tip of the nosecone, or 53.8” up from the
bottom. For comparison, RocSim has estimated the CG being located at 100.99” from the nose tip, about
a 3.9% difference. Why the difference? RocSim estimates the mass of the component parts via the use of
installed data tables and estimated densities for given materials, whereas our data table was built up of
actually measured values of the components. Of interest is the location of the CG should no payload be
launched; the modified value of the CG location becomes 110.5” from the nose tip.
We estimated the lift-off mass of the rocket to be 24.0 kg, or a weight of 235 N ~ 53 lbs. We also estimated a burned-out mass of 20.9 kg, a weight of 206 N ~ 46 lbs. The burn-out mass consists of two units; the
payload mass of 4.03 kg and the rest of the rocket, 16.9 kg. Since the chosen motor (A Contrail Hybrid
M1575BG) for the rocket has an average thrust of 1556.4 N, and our rocket has a fully loaded weight of
235 N, the Thrust to Weight Ratio (pessimistically) is 1556N/235N = 6.6, and optimistically (using the
maximum Thrust value) 2965N/235N = 12.6.
The Center of Pressure (CP) is the point on a rocket where all the external aerodynamic forces are said to
act. Unlike the center of mass, which depends on mass distribution, and can change with the flight of the
rocket, the center of pressure depends only on the external shape of the rocket. There are several ways
to calculate this point; one could estimate its location by determining the center of area of a twodimensional representation of the final rocket. Another way is to follow the Barrowman method, which is
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very similar to calculating the center of mass only instead of mass elements one considers the drag coefficients (CN) and their effective lever arm distances (X). For our four-fin rocket:

This corresponds very closely to the CP value of 119.9” given us by RocSim, and corresponds to a distance
of 32.3” from the base of the rocket.
The Stability Margin is defined as the ratio of the difference between the locations of the Center of Gravity and the Center of Pressure to the rocket diameter. Our rocket is over-stable. Whereas being over-

stable is not really a stability problem, we must be aware of the
surface cross-winds. As we all know, an over-stable rocket, due
to a longer lever-arm, is prone to weather-cocking into the wind.
The rocket was estimated to have an unloaded weight of 24lb
(10.9 kg) and a loaded, or pad weight of 52.8 lbs (24.0 kg).
All of this the team had done, with appropriate paperwork submitted to the ESRA administration, prior to its planned launch
June of 2020. Then CoVID-19 happened. The launch was postponed to the following June (this last 2021). Then it was made
into a virtual launch; basically launch when you can, and bring us
the video. Which is why, the intrepid Project Imua team showed
up at this last ARLISS. The real problem is that the students that
built the rocket, that understood the workings of the avionics,
knew the intricacies of the motor, were not the team members
that flew the rocket – they having moved on to other projects or
graduated. The project Imua team that arrived at ARLISS this
year had very limited flying experience, and had to learn about
the rocket in a school room atmosphere. This is where a good
check list comes in handy. Before moving on, all the former
Apophis was indeed stable and flew
beautifully
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students had to take part in writing a pre-flight, and post-flight, document that the newer students followed - for the most part (still not sure how the nozzle insert got between the fuel grain and nitrous
tank). The launch had a few hiccups, not the least of which is that the Contrail Hybrid requires a 24V power supply to set off its igniters, and the power supply brought from home failed. However, jury rigging a
set of jumpers to two car batteries solved the problem. Once launched, the flight was nice, with the characteristic bilabial fricative sound that all hybrids make, rising to 3,413 feet, throwing out all of its laundry
at the proper times, and landing only a couple of hundred feet away from the pad.
Apophis be praised, we could not have asked for a better flight.

So many people to thank among them are Jim and Becky Green, Joe Beavier, John Lyngdal, Karl Baumann,
and John N. Hochheimer.

Above left: Apophis lifts off on the Uber Rail
Above right: Apophis lands a couple of hundred feet away.

Apophis on the pad. Team Imua; (Left to Right) Jim Green,
Dr. Shidong Kahn (HCC), Quinn Patrick O’Malley, Nikki Arakawa, Dr. Jacob Hudson (WCC). Not shown, Becky Green
and Jared Estrada.
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From the Student Team Lead: Jared Estrada
When I initially joined the Project Imua team I had been brought on knowing that I would be assisting in
fabricating a high powered hybrid rocket. I expected a challenge, but what I didn’t expect was to develop
a fascination with the intricacies that arise when utilizing a hybrid motor. There are a lot of things that go
on during the burn of a hybrid motor; from the fluid flow of oxidizer to the very shape of the solid fuel
grain. All of these factors come together to form, in my opinion, a very beautiful display of physics that
results in a simple, yet elegant, propulsion system.

While a hybrid motor does display some complex applications of physics, the engineering of the rocket is
also constrained to a multitude of external factors that need to be taken into account when designing the
rocket. All of this accumulates into the challenge of the actual flight which involves detailed experimentation and calculation. With regards to the rocket Apophis, I was lucky enough to have my team who put
just as much effort and dedication into the project as I did. As a result, we had multiple minds coordinating work efforts into achieving one goal: to get Apophis to fly. From this group effort I can most confidently say I was not only provided with a great learning experience in rocketry and propulsion, but I was
also able to grow as both a leader and a scientist. The pinnacle of this experience was achieved during
Apophis’s flight which not only is a great technical success, but also serves to represent my personal
growth as a scientist that I achieved from the opportunity presented by Project Imua.

From Student Team Member: Nikki Arakawa
I had literally no expectations for this launch. I had only just gotten into rocketry and only just received
my level 1 high power rocketry certification. I was nervous and excited to be in the desert. I wanted to
see Apophis fly but at the same time I wanted to fly my own rocket and of course, I wanted to get it back.
When it was time, after a lot of troubleshooting and some almost grief, Apophis flew. I saw the smoke
creep out of the bottom and the rocket slowly lift from the rail. From the ground I saw the body start to
fall, I saw the first chute deploy, I watched Jake jumping for joy, and I saw the second chute deploy. I am
a long-time surfer and have played music my whole life. The same switch that popped in me that got me
addicted to those things in the first place popped again and I fell in LOVE with rocketry. I can't wait to
have the opportunity to fly again, to see the playa again. Next year. I can't wait.
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Enjoy these
photos by
Ralph Hill.
Ralph and
members of
Santa Clara
Camera club
attended
ARLISS /
XPRS and
took some
very nice
photos!
Thanks
Ralph for submitting your work!
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Yes, that is a
“Moonbow”
which appeared over
the playa on
Saturday.
Moonbows
are quite rare
phenomenon
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COVID Chronicles: The New Family Activity

Leilani Zagross, NAR Jr. L1

All Photos and Graphics Courtesy of L. Zagross

May 2021 launch at MDARS

Just a week after my NASA Student Launch Team finished its last video conference presentation with
NASA, I resumed my schooling online due to the pandemic that has consumed our lives. Little did I know
that this pandemic would continue for what seemed to be the longest year of my life. Soon, I found myself faced with another challenge that made staying at home a little more interesting... I was stuck at
home with my two younger sisters all day, and for those who may be wondering, I still am. The Covid
pandemic life was a new experience. However, when I learned that my team and I couldn't continue with
the rest of the Student Launch Experience, I started to wonder what staying at home would mean for me.
I had just gotten my NAR Jr. Level 1 Certification, and without the complete experience of Student Launch
or the possibility of launching more rockets that year, I questioned if and when I would have the opportunity to test my skills as a NAR Jr. L1, and previous participant in TARC and NASA Student Launch Programs. What seemed to be the start of a lost year was saved by my SLI mentor, Becky Green. She helped
me formulate a project of my own that would allow me to not only use my skills but teach others as well.
What could be better than helping my sisters build rockets of their own! With a generous donation of
spare materials from Becky and her friend Paul Pittenger and additional guidance, I was able to turn an
uneventful school year at home into some fun, rocketry-filled months that I spent building and launching
with my sisters.
Planning The Project: I had been exchanging emails with Becky during the beginning of the new school
year before one of her giant boxes arrived at my doorstep. It was still November, but the moment we
opened the box, it felt like Christmas! Shock cords, body tubes, and nose cones galore!! (And, of course,
everything else that you could use). I could not wait to meet with Becky on Zoom to review all of the
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rocket parts that occupied my bedroom floor,
and plan out all of the rockets my sisters and I
could build before our scheduled launch in February 2021. Rocket materials (provided by
Becky) for our project. My sisters and I decided
that we would each get our own rocket to build.
My 14-year-old sister, Maya, selected a 2.6-inch
rocket that was a good starting rocket for a beginner of her age. And my 9-year-old sister, Nara, chose a 3-inch rocket that was already decorated with a purple and pink paint coat on the
Rocket materials (provided by Becky and Paul
payload bay with shiny, holographic tape. You
Pittenger) for our project
can’t blame her for wanting to have a pretty
rocket that could be easily spotted during its
flight! Lastly, I chose a 4-inch rocket and talked to Becky about the possibility of giving it a dualdeployment recovery system. I thought it would be more helpful for me to take the opportunity to put
into practice what I had learned from building a dual-deployment rocket, with my team for NASA Student
Launch and apply it to a rocket of my own. Becky agreed and encouraged the idea of getting more practice with dual-deployment
rockets since that would allow me to gain more experience for
future rockets that I could build and launch on my own. We had
to adjust the design to include a larger electronics bay, but luckily
Becky already had materials for that too! She even included an all
-thread rod, fiberglass sled, altimeters, and electronic switches to
easily turn the altimeters on and off. As Christmas and the New
Year came around, our projects began to take shape.
Designing and Building Process: As the OpenRocket expert in
my family, I did the rocket simulations for each of the rockets on
my own. After completing the initial design for each rocket, I
shared my work with my sisters to give them an idea of how rockets are put together. This experience
was completely unique and new to all of us, as my sisters
were building their own rockets and I was building a dualdeployment rocket from scratch on my own for the first
time. We were all looking forward to the launches with
the goal of successful launches for all three rockets in
mind.
We each started sanding some parts of the rocket, such
as the centering rings and the motor mount tube and couplers. During this step in the building process, my sisters
discovered how tedious sanding could be. But finally, we
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were able to experience the satisfaction of the pieces sliding nicely together. We then moved on to epoxying the motor mount to the rocket and preparing the fins. I don’t think I was truly able to explain to
them the difficulty of working with epoxy. That was evident when I kept stressing how meticulous we had
to be. “Don’t stir too much! You don’t want a lot of air bubbles in the epoxy.” “Hurry and put the epoxy
on that centering ring. You don’t want it to dry while we’re still applying it.” “That’s not enough epoxy!”
or even, “That’s too much!” It was definitely one of the most challenging steps of the building and mentoring process.
Epoxying the centering ring and
the end of a piece of mule tape
to the motor mount tube. As we
continued with our progress,
my sister, Maya, took on the
challenge of making the cardboard fin jig for each of our
rockets. Even with the help of
some fin guides, tracing out and
cutting the fin jigs were a lot
harder than it seemed, especially when it came to making one
with three fin slots for the 4-inch rocket. This is where our father stepped in and helped us with the
cutting. As we found his strength and ability to wield a box cutter extremely helpful, he also joined in on
the rocket building, helping us out with the cutting, sanding, and any other tasks that he thought would
be a little too difficult or dangerous for us to do on our own. With Maya’s nicely made fin jigs and my father’s assistance with sanding and cutting the fins, we were finally able to epoxy
the through-the-wall fins to the rocket.
The struggle with epoxy continued as we moved on to the fillets of the rocket
and the fiberglassing for the fins of the 4-inch dual-deployment rocket. I had
always taken pride in knowing that I could do a very nice fillet job, so I attempted, to the best of my ability, to teach my sisters how to make good fillets as
well. To them, making the fillets seemed so fun. Filling up the space between
the fin and the body tube with a nice layer of epoxy and then using a spoon, a
wooden popsicle stick, or some other tool to run over the epoxy, creating a
beautiful, smooth, curved fillet. Who wouldn’t
want to create such a nice fillet? But it wasn’t until
they tried it for themselves that they realized how
steady your hand has to be just so that the fillet is
smooth, level, and clean. We had to try our hardest to make the rockets
look nice on their own since we did not plan on painting our rockets. Fiberglassing was an even harder challenge, especially since I had such minimal
experience working with fiberglass. It took many hours of YouTube videos
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to figure out how to fiberglass the fins without leaving any bubbles or rough edges around the fins. But
despite all of the challenges, we were all so determined to finish that we sometimes stayed up until the
late hours of the night just to get another part of the rocket done so that we could get even closer to seeing our finished craft.
After the fins were on, we were left with the easier tasks of rocket assembly, such as epoxying bulkheads
to the fore section of the rockets, putting on rail buttons, securing non-separating sections with rivets,
and adding tape to prevent drag separation. As the week of the launch approached, I taught my sisters
one final lesson: learning how to pack and prepare the rocket. Along with pressing the button to launch,
packing the rocket and playing with the parachute have definitely become some of the most fun aspects
of building and launching rockets for my youngest sister, Nara. First, I had her run down the hallways of
our house with the parachute flying behind her so she could experience the effect of the parachute slowing her down in the same way it slows the rocket down as it lands. Whether that was helpful to her understanding or not, she didn’t want to stop running around the house with the parachute for about 30
minutes. Once she finally started to run out of fuel and settle down, I showed them how to properly prepare the rocket for launch, with the exception of motor preparation. After months of learning, building,
and familiarizing themselves with their rockets, I was proud to see them comprehend my instructions,
which included terminology about the rocket parts, and prepare the rockets on their own. They were finally ready to see their rockets fly.
Launching The Rockets: Our rocket-building project continued and
shaped into a fun family activity. During our first launch in February,
Maya was unable to attend and the 4-inch dual-deployment rocket
wasn’t quite ready to be launched. But despite that, Nara and I successfully launched two of the rockets that we built together on lowpower motors! She then discovered how much she enjoyed packing
and launching the rockets, as well as how tiring it can be to run after
the rocket when it drifts so far away from the launch rail. But by the
end of the day, she knew exactly how to set up the rocket for a successful launch.
The next month, we returned to the launch site with everyone ready
to launch, including our mother and some family friends. Nara and
Maya packed their rockets the way I showed them while I prepared
the ejection charges and the rest of the electronics for my rocket
with the help of Becky and her husband, Jim. All of our rockets had
successful flights and my sisters were shocked to realize how high
1,500 feet actually was and even more surprised to see other rockets fly even higher! Maya told me that
after she got to enjoy the building process and piecing the rocket together like a puzzle, she was even
prouder watching our creations soar high into the sky and land so nicely, though she also isn’t a big fan of
walking so far to find the rocket after its landing.
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At our most recent launch in May, my godparents were able to come and launch a few small rockets with
us while using some launching equipment that I was lucky to receive and keep. I’m so grateful to have the
resources to be able to build and launch rockets by myself and with others, but also to have such amazing
support from my family, friends, and of course, my mentor, Becky Green, her husband, Jim, and her
friend Paul who donated some materials for this project. I also appreciate my previous rocketry teachers
and advisors, my teacher Dr. Griffis, who have helped me establish a strong foundation in rocketry. I was
tremendously proud of my family and grateful that I could share my love of rocketry with them. I have
greatly enjoyed all of the fun that rocketry has brought into my life, and I look forward to the bright future ahead.
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ARLISS 2021 / XPRS and more

Becky Green

WOW....another crazy year has passed!!! COVID has continued to keep the ARLISS competition from happening again this year, all the wild fires in CA and OR caused so much smoke on the playa for most of the
launches and of course the wall of dirt from the Renegade Man (Burning Man sized down to 20K people)
non sanctioned event. Even with all these things stacked up against us this year, AeroPac managed to
pull off all 5 launches this year. Yes, we now have 5 launches a year (Mudrock, SEDS, Aeronaut, ARLISS
and XPRS). At least we didn’t have the issues of sign-up sheets this year since the Nevada COVID rules
had changed and allowed up to 250 people per event. We continued to follow the other guidelines like
masks if not vaccinated, observing the social distancing rule and the hand washing station outside the
porta-potties.
Once again I was in contact with UNISEC and US Universities throughout the year trying to see if we could
manage to hold the ARLISS 2021 event. But as time grew closer, foreign students were low on the vaccination lists and universities would not allow them to travel unless they were fully vaccinated so UNISEC
made the decision again to cancel the ARLISS competition.
WOW 2 years in a row no ARLISS competition. Even though there was no competition, we still had the
ARLISS launch. We had people come to the launch
with their other projects, so we had to still get all the
trailers and launch site set up by Monday. To keep
from having to go to Empire 3 times, Jim and I
stopped at Empire on our way out to the playa and
had to remove the motorcycle from the RV, put it on
the front platform of the Uber Rail trailer, remove the
porta-potties from the van and hook those up to the
RV and then hook up the Uber Rail trailer with the
motor cycle to the van. Thank goodness John Hochheimer was there to help us with all of that otherwise
we would have arrived on the playa at dark. It had
rained quite a bit the day before we arrived so when
we got out at 8 mile entrance, we had to step on the
dark part of tracks but found out it was safe to continue. Once on the playa the trek across was long
and bumpy passing through where Renegade Man
had been. Jim and John H. still had to both drive back
to Empire the next day to get the equipment and
Photo Courtesy of B. Green
ARLISS trailers.
We all made the best use of ARLISS launch time.
There were ARLISS fliers who did their shake down
flights on newly or rebuilt ARLISS rockets including
our first Japanese L3 flier Masa, Joe Bevier, John
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and John H. launched the ARLISS HIGH 2 stage on an L1520 staged to M685 and it flew to over 50K, University of Hawaii came and launched many rockets including (2) L1 certs and their M Hybrid monster of a
rocket, (2) students came from the University of Costa Rica to fly rockets for a day (they were here on vacation).
Jim and I took everything out of the ARLISS trailer and sorted out all the broken chairs, shade tents, took
inventory and put it all back in. There were probably 2-3 dozen chairs that need to be repaired or thrown
away so we stacked those in the equipment trailer so we didn’t have to take up more room in the RV or
van to bring them home and I’ll repair them over the winter. There were lots of broken shade tents that
we repaired on site and 4 additional that I need to bring parts for next season. This never gets done because the ARLISS trailer lives year round in Empire and the ARLISS students just put everything away and
don’t tell me things are broken. Many items were from the beginning of ARLISS in 1999 and have survived many storms and students.
Normally I write my article with a day by day account of what went on….but with no competition, I didn’t
keep track of what happened which day. All I can really say is every year is different at ARLISS…..and this
year was no exception. I think this was the first time ever we had awesome weather everyday…..but had
the challenges of waiver windows. We had 250K from 7am-9am, 8K AGL 9am-6pm and after 6pm 60K.
We set up the range a little everyday as things were needed. One morning (Friday I think) we were treated to an incredible show. Three of the ROC guys set up their rockets and shortly after 7am they launched
one after the other (all flying on M750) to over 25K each followed up by Paul Adams with an L. Thanks
guys for a wonderful show. What a way to start the day.
The weather was spectacular throughout the week until the Saturday of XPRS. That is when we had
50mph winds with a wall of sand come toward us for hours during the day hurry to beat the wall and others continued to pack and left once they were finished. A bunch of us just sat outside the RV using it as a
nice wind break. We all had to put masks on…..not for COVID or smoke reasons…..but this time it was for
the dust cloud.
Here comes
the wall of
sand!

Photo by B. Green
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If you had to venture out beyond the RV like me, you got sand blasted by the sand that looked like kitty
litter size. I don’t remember how many hours it was….but I just remember U. of Hawaii coming back
around 5 saying that just over a mile behind us it was clear. And luckily that dust did clear and the winds
dropped to about 25 mph. There was a tiny bit of rain late Saturday night or early Sunday morning but
not enough to make any mud. We did have lots of mini sand dunes burying things that were lying on the
ground. Sunday was another beautiful day but tear down started fairly early since many left Saturday.
Things were all packed up except 2 mid power pads and a couple model rocket pads for the few that
stuck around. Besides us, there was a group from Washington and a few others so we all continued to
launch until the one night flight that Jim had at 8:15 Sunday evening. That was another awesome end to
a great launch season.

Photo by B. Green

Photo by B. Green

Mini sand dunes after the storm

Waves of sand
Photo by B. Green

Things weren’t over just yet, Jim and I still had to
get the porta-potties back to Sparks on Monday and
the Uber Rail and ARLISS trailers back to Empire on
Wednesday the week between ARLISS/XPRS and
BALLS. What should have been an easy drive to
Sparks on Monday turned into a very long day. Jim
had a blowout on one of the tires on the portapotties. We noticed both tires were bald when we
Yikes! Tires looked like this when the big jake
arrived at the launch (note to self…..in the future,
always check tires prior to leaving Sani-Hut) so we
arrived on the playa
grabbed the only spare tire that would fit from the
Uber-Rail and off he went. Not more than 30 miles outside of Gerlach, a tire blew and luckily there was a
place to pull over. Jim got the big floor jack he also took with him out to jack up the trailer….but it wasn’t
high enough. Just then, here came Jay and Megan (thanks for taking one last hike on the playa before
leaving) who were beginning their long journey back home to Tennessee. They were able to jack it up
enough to put the spare under the trailer laying flat with a 4x4 block on top, let the jack down and
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repositioned it so they could jack it up even higher and then they were finally able to get the spare on.
Off to Sani-Hut and onward to Tennessee.
We started the ARLISS equipment repairs and inventory on Tuesday but didn’t finish until Wednesday so
now Jim and I were off to put the Expedition, Uber Rail and ARLISS trailers back in Empire storage for the
year. Jim was in the van and I was in the Expedition. Jim was parking the ARLISS trailer first and I left the
Expedition nearby but out of the way to park the Uber Rail next. I was motioning to Jim which way to
crank the wheels to back up the trailer….but he was way off. Pull forward and back up again. What the
heck is going on? He’s not doing it correctly. I went up to his window to ask what’s going on. What did
you just say? I thought I heard you say the power steering and power breaks went out. OMG….that is
what he just said. I had him back up as far as he could without jack knifing the trailer so we could disconnect. I disconnected the Uber-Rail trailer while Jim moved the van out of the way. We hooked up the
ARLISS trailer, repositioned it and got it in its spot, unhooked then hooked up the Uber-Rail trailer and
parked it.
Now what do we do? No mechanics in either Empire or Gerlach so we’re on our own. They say AAA
doesn’t come that far out so let’s limp it in to Fernley to be repaired. A ways down the road, I realized I
didn’t have my license so we decided I would return to the playa and Jim would continue to Fernley.
After stopping at every place in Fernley, it was determined there was no place that could even look at it
for 4 days up to 2 weeks. Well, Jim decided to limp it back to the playa and he’d fix it when we got home.
Now we still have a problem. We have three vehicles and only two drivers. So instead of taking one
more trip to Empire, we waited until people started arriving to BALLS. Turns out Laura Blaylock needed
someone to drive her RV out to the playa so she could have both her vehicles out there. That worked out
perfectly…..Jim went with her to get the Expedition at the AeroPac site and she followed him to Empire.
Once it got parked, Laura gave Jim a ride to her house, picked up the RV and they both got back to the
BALLS site just before dark Thursday night. We stayed an extra night at BALLS so we had very light traffic
coming home Monday. We limited our stops only to the gas station. OMG….no pumps available for Jim
to just drive up to. He had to make about a 17 point turn….LOL!!!!!!! Oh and when he got home it was
probably even more than that to park it on the street. At least it’s fixed now and no more 17 + point
turns.

Thank you everyone who helped make this another successful launch season......bring on 2022!!!!!!!!!!
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Hot Rockets in the Sagebrush – LDRS 40 Teaser
An NXRS 2021 (Brothers OR) Launch Report by Wilson Alness
TRA #13848, L3 / AeroPac #918, Portland OR
BACKSTORY

When a shutdown has been going on for 480 days, 7 hours, 16 minutes, and 44 seconds (but who’s
counting!) with seemingly endless waiting for normal life to return, one tends to greatly question not only
priorities in life but also purpose. Eventually a break is needed from asking countless existential questions, so outlets such as rocketry are helpful for such things.
I hadn’t been to a launch since MUDROCK 2020 (i.e., a year prior) – thanks largely due to schedule and
logistics surrounding ordinary life, especially when you spend most of your time nowadays working. After
scrubbing several spring launches due to lousy weather, all told it was way-past due to go fly again and
make a Brothers trip.
Rocket building and motor making were fairly steadily ongoing since the last Black Rock adventure, hence
several projects had kind of been “sitting around” and taking up shop space. Not only that but various
avionics, recovery designs, GPS tracking systems, power inverters, and so on were eagerly awaiting test
drives.
JOURNEY

Photo Courtesy of W. Alness

With record temperatures forecasted in Portland, it only
made sense to “escape the heat by going to heat” – highs of
90s out in Brothers almost seemed like nothing. Fire watch
was definitely on high alert all weekend (water pump trailer,
cleared pad areas, sparky ban, etc.). On Wednesday I got very
unlucky with having to work until almost 7:30 PM – meaning
it was fairly late by the time I had everything crammed into
my rental van and was on the road. Following a quiet drive
over Mt. Hood, I pulled into Tumalo State Park around 1:00
AM and crashed there for a bit.

Upon arriving around 1:00 PM the flight line had a decent
showing already, so I scouted a location towards the west
end and got situated. The rest of the afternoon consisted of
camp set-up, pad assembly, rocket prep, light stringing, and
so on.
LAUNCH
On the pad Aloha Friday morning was my kit-bashed 54mm
Madcow Tomach on a 5-grain K950 fast blue (bowl scrapings).
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This was coined “It’s A Long Way Down” – double-entendre plus a SteelDrivers reference. ” Despite wiggling a

little it was a nice boost to 10,439’ with normal recovery, and some added confidence on the “big brother
motor.”
Photo Courtesy of W. Alness

My friend Jeremy Flaxel and company arrived just after 1:00 PM and set
up shop next to me – after a lunch break I got my 4” stretched/
modified/repaired/repainted Broken Arrow prepped for the launch I
was no doubt looking forward to the most all weekend. (You can read
about the prior misfortune in my MudRoc 2020 report.) It was the ultimate flight test of a new propellant I’ve been working on lately, now
officially coined “Kilauea Hot Lava.” The mix uses trimodal AP, high metals, and some…you know, other things. Despite the 85% solids loading,
a good liquids matrix makes processing a dream – it flows yet burns nice
and hot…kind of like volcanic lava. My M2700 was housed in an AMWspec 75/7600 case with a robust seal at the forward end, then inside
were 4 x grains with stepped cores glued into a Loki LE grade liner to
take the heat (36” propellant total).
With a max Kn of 352 and
“It’s A Long Way Down” –
chamber pressure of just
Alness K950 on Friday
over 1,000psi, I had high
hopes for this motor……and BOY, did it deliver. The rocket was
named “Madame Pele’s Revenge” after the famed Hawaiian
goddess herself, a move which also proved very wise. Following
a series of RSO, LCO, and fire safety checks I was on the pad
about 6:30 PM as the very last launch of the day. Finally, a
powdered donut was installed on the nosecone for the great
Alex McLaughlin.

Photo Courtesy of W. Al-

“Madame Pele’s Revenge” –
Alness M2700 on Friday
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The adrenaline rush that comes with hitting the launch button
on this type of project never gets old. She took a moment to
think about what she wanted to do, but suddenly – Madame
Pele (with all her 34 lbs. loaded) roared OUT of there in a real
hurry! My motor was about as loud as a fighter jet and burned
just as smooth as could be. As if that all wasn’t good enough,
the BeeLine GPS indicated perfect dual deployment and touchdown just over a mile SW of the pad. We drove right to it, all
laid out in a pretty string with a nice evening vantage point of
the flight line.
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Photo Courtesy of W. Alness

“Madame Pele’s Revenge”
– Recovery

Altimeters logged 21,768’ and 21,650’, with Mach 1.85 and 21 G’s – of
which is definitely like no other ride this rocket has ever gotten before. I
think this new propellant is a winner – “THAT my friends, is why you
don’t mess with Ka wahine ʻai honua!” If I were to pack up and go home
right then and there, I still would have been 100% satisfied with the
weekend.
But there was more to do! Following breakfast/coffee Saturday morning
I put up my tried-and-true 5” scratch build on a fast blue 98mm M3335.
This time, it was time to salute my good friend Clay Reynolds of whom
is no longer with us – some of you may remember him. Hence, I named
the rocket after a classic catchphrase of his – “I WILL Have This Done!”
It was also my test ride of the Multitronix Kate system. Another arrowstraight and picture perfect boost to 10,717’ with Kate calling out
realtime flight data all the way up and down. The main opened a touch
late but still with time to unfurl and land
softly.

Fire danger had us shut down from 1:00 PM-8:00 PM, but it turned out
that was the time for lunch, dinner, and to prep my all-carbon fiber
Mongoose 54 called “You Know What, They’re Both Named Bernie.” Jeremy made a 54/2800 red L1000 for this rocket with a max Kn of something like 650, so we were eager to see this thing go also. With less than
an hour of daylight left, the range reopened and wow – what a time of
evening to light a motor like this. It leapt off the pad on a BIG red flame,
went really fast and flew straight as an arrow. NICE MOTOR, and talk
about “for those people who think dumb kids don’t know what they’re
doing…”

Photo Courtesy of W. Alness

GPS telemetry once again indicated an apogee deployment right on top,
but despite the strong signal packets stopped decoding at about 12,000’
MSL for no reason I could fathom. Eventually it landed and lost signal –
so after driving due east of the flightline we went to last known coordinate a 1/4 mile from the pad as the sun was setting. But that would
“I WILL Have This Done!” –
have still been from over 8K AGL, so we started a search pattern while I
Alness M3335 on Saturday
kept waiting for signal again. About a 1/2 mile later, my receiver starts
getting faint bursts of static which was a good sign. Hiking farther and
farther still, all I could really hope for was a decoded packet…at long last, success! We re-oriented, and
sure enough just a little ways ahead we heard the altimeters beeping – there she was in perfect condition
at a location of 0.96 miles. Was a long hike in the pitch dark back to the truck, and I figure without knowing its precise landing site we ended up walking maybe 1.5 miles total… Greg Clark makes a fabulous
product for these sorts of searches – highly recommended.
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With 2 x BIG motor successes for Jeremy and I, it was time for a champagne toast and ice cream cake.
Several of us were dying to know what Jeremy’s motor did, so within a few minutes we had the av-bay
knocked apart and data dumped off the Raven4 –
19,963’, 2,013 fps, Mach 1.8 and pulled almost 38
G’s right out of the tower.
Hoping to fly again Sunday morning, I spent much
of the evening prepping my new 75mm carbon fiber rocket (as seen in my “Build Light, Fly High”
writeup) for its test flight – namely, it uses a single
separation point and dual deployment with cable
cutters. Finally climbed into bed about 2:30 AM…
Rockets were definitely in the air a bit earlier than
usual on Sunday morning, but with final integrations in a design like this it wasn’t until about 11:00
AM that I had “Lazy Harry’s” armed and in the tower.
Motor was an M2400 with another red propellant
(mine this time), and after waiting for a lull – 5, 4,
3, 2, 1…boom. CATO’ed right at ignition and shot
the rocket/motor case up about 1,200’. Only the
top grain actually burned but of course landed in
the sage, hence requiring water trailers. I found
pretty much all the other parts including unburned
grains, liner, and aft snap ring/nozzle washer – the
latter of which were only 2-3’ from my tower base.
Looks to be grain problem as the aft just crumbled
upon pressurizing – will need to do some more autopsy and potentially isolate iffy binder/curative
which would have been a likely culprit in compromising their strength.
On the other hand, the rocket itself actually
worked perfectly. Nosecone deployed followed by
my cable cutters releasing the main chute right on
cue…so if nothing else, I know THAT part of the project functions as planned. Got everything back
(including cable cutters with pistons) and have
plans already to implement in future projects.
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“You Know What? They’re Both Named Bernie” – Flaxel L1000 on Saturday
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JOURNEY HOME
Thanks to fire watch, camp packing, and pad disassembly I finally pulled out of Brothers about 5:15
PM. The combination of afternoon heat, fatigue, exposure to the elements all weekend, plus beverages
no longer chilled was quite draining. Ended up making a slight detour to Maupin on the way home,
where a close friend of mine was staying on a rafting
trip that same weekend. Never has takeout pub
food, refreshing ciders, outdoor misters, and a cold
shower been so good! Crashed there for a bit before
wrapping up the remaining +/- 2 hour drive home
early that next morning, culminating with the great
van unload and rental return. Another NXRS was in
the books, and hope to see many of you in Brothers
for LDRS in 2022!

LDRS 40
Oregon Rocketry
Brothers, OR
June 9th – 12th 2022

Photo Courtesy of W. Alness

“Lazy Harry’s” – Alness M2400 on Sunday
CATO
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